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Abstract 29 

 In this study, the results of a forecast from the operational Hurricane Weather Research 30 

and Forecasting (HWRF) system for Hurricane Earl (2010) are verified against available 31 

observations and analyzed to understand the asymmetric rapid intensification of a storm in a 32 

sheared environment. The forecast verification shows that the HWRF model captured well Earl’s 33 

observed evolution of intensity, convection asymmetry, wind field asymmetry, and vortex tilt in 34 

terms of both magnitude and direction in the pre-rapid and rapid intensification (RI) stages. 35 

Examination of the high-resolution forecast data reveals that the tilt was large at the RI onset and 36 

decreased quickly once RI commenced, suggesting that vertical alignment is the result instead of 37 

the trigger for RI. The RI onset is associated with the development of upper-level warming in the 38 

eye center, which results from upper-level storm-relative flow advecting the subsidence warming 39 

in the upshear-left region towards the low-level storm center. This scenario does not occur until 40 

persistent convective bursts (CBs) are concentrated in the downshear-left quadrant. The 41 

temperature budget calculation indicates that horizontal advection plays an important role in the 42 

development of upper-level warming in the early RI stage. The upper-level warming associated 43 

with the asymmetric intensification process occurs by means of the cooperative interaction of the 44 

convective-scale subsidence, resulting from CBs in favored regions and the shear-induced 45 

mesoscale subsidence. When CBs are concentrated in the downshear-left and upshear-left 46 

quadrants, the subsidence warming is maximized upshear and then advected towards the low-47 

level storm center by the storm-relative flow at the upper level. Subsequently, the surface 48 

pressure falls and RI occurs. 49 

 50 

 51 
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1. Introduction 52 

 Predicting the rapid intensification (RI) of tropical cyclones (TCs) is a complex, 53 

challenging, and important forecast problem. The factors that are known to influence intensity 54 

change vary on scales ranging from several hundreds of kilometers (e.g., environmental shear, 55 

dry air, and upper-ocean structure) to a few kilometers (e.g., convective-scale asymmetries) and, 56 

sometimes, even down to a few hundred meters (e.g., wind gusts and aerosols). Although there is 57 

currently much less skill in forecasting RI with fidelity (Cangialosi and Franklin 2012), cloud-58 

resolving numerical models using a horizontal grid resolution of 1–3 km have demonstrated the 59 

capability to capture the relevant processes. For instance, several recent studies have shown that 60 

vortical thermal plumes and the subsequent development of the warm core is one possible 61 

pathway for RI of at least an initially symmetric vortex (e,g., Hendricks et al. 2004; Montgomery 62 

et al. 2006; Nguyen et al. 2008; Gopalakrishnan et al. 2011; Chen and Zhang 2013). Indeed, 63 

recent observational studies (Harnos and Nesbitt 2011; Jiang 2012; Kieper and Jiang 2012; 64 

Rogers et al. 2013) also support the fact that the majority of RI cases are characterized by a 65 

symmetric ring of precipitation prior to RI onset. However, in the presence of vertical wind shear 66 

(VWS), which typically occurs in the tropical atmosphere, storms have also been observed to 67 

rapidly intensify (Molinari et al. 2006; Molinari and Vollaro 2010). Yet, such RI cases have 68 

received little attention. This may be due to the lack of routine high-resolution observations in 69 

space and time needed to support both the analysis of the convective-scale and mesoscale 70 

dynamical processes within storm core regions and verification of the model-based simulations. 71 

 In this study, we analyze the dynamic processes associated with RI under the influence of 72 

VWS for the case of Hurricane Earl (2010). The study capitalizes on the availability of a multi-73 

day sequence of high-resolution observations collected during the National Oceanic and 74 
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Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) hurricane field program campaign (Rogers et al. 2012; 75 

Montgomery et al. 2013) and the high-resolution forecast from the Hurricane Weather Research 76 

and Forecasting (HWRF) system that verified well in terms of track and intensity, as well as 77 

storm structure evolution, against available observations. The high skill of the forecast provides 78 

the basis for confidence in the forecast model representation of the relevant processes analyzed 79 

in this study. 80 

 Prior studies on the intensification of TCs have indicated that the development and 81 

enhancement of the warm core is a necessary condition for intensification. In a series of idealized 82 

HWRF simulations in a shear-free environment, Gopalakrishnan et al. (2011) showed that rapid 83 

warming of the core was closely associated with the development of organized, moist, vortical 84 

thermal plumes around the eyewall region. This study related warm core formation to a wind 85 

induced surface heat exchange type of feedback (Emanuel 1987) in the hurricane boundary layer 86 

wherein the surface pressure decreased (by hydrostatic principles), resulting in an increase in 87 

wind speed, surface enthalpy fluxes (θe) and, subsequently, a warmer core. In a study of 88 

Hurricane Wilma (Chen et al. 2011; Zhang and Chen 2012; Chen and Zhang 2013), the authors 89 

showed that an upper-level (i.e., z = 14 km) warm core formed, in coincidence with the RI onset, 90 

as a result of the descent of stratospheric air in the presence of weak, storm-relative flows aloft. 91 

The descent of stratospheric air resulted from the upper-level detrainment of convective bursts 92 

(CBs) occurring in the vicinity of the radius of maximum wind (RMW), where higher θe air was 93 

located. The associated subsidence warming did not become effective until an organized upper-94 

level outflow was established with a weak cyclonic circulation and decreased static stability in 95 

the eye. 96 
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However, unlike the development of an axisymmetric vortex in an idealized, shear-free 97 

environment or the conducive large-scale environment in which Hurricane Wilma (2005) 98 

underwent an explosive intensification, a sheared environment (especially when the 850-200 hPa 99 

average shear is ≥ 5 m s
-1

) is generally considered hostile to a developing TC and is likely to 100 

inhibit any rapid deepening mainly because of vortex tilt. Nevertheless, there are a few examples 101 

of TCs observed to have undergone RI in such a hostile environment. For instance, the surface 102 

pressure of Tropical Storm Gabrielle (2001) dropped 22 hPa in 3 h when the environmental deep 103 

layer shear was 13 m s
-1

. Molinari et al. (2006) and Molinari and Vollaro (2010) reported some 104 

unprecedented findings from this case. These studies revealed that the RI of Gabrielle occurred 105 

when one intense convective cell that developed in the downshear left, where almost all radar 106 

return was located, moved cyclonically and inward to the 17-km radius, which was within the 107 

RMW and enhanced the efficiency for kinetic energy production. Another well documented case 108 

is Hurricane Guillermo (1997) (Eastin et al. 2005; Reasor et al. 2009; Sitkowski and Barnes 109 

2009; Reasor and Eastin 2012). Eastin et al. (2005) used extensive airborne radar, 110 

dropwindsonde, and flight-level observations to illustrate typical azimuthal distribution of 111 

buoyant convection. They found that mesoscale vertical motions exhibited a wavenumber-1 112 

structure with maximum ascent downshear and weak descent upshear with the downdraft core 113 

located upshear next to downshear deep convection. Reasor et al. (2009) demonstrated that the 114 

greatest intensification during the 6-h Doppler observation period coincided with the formation 115 

and cyclonic rotation of several particularly strong CBs through the left-of-shear semicircle of 116 

the eyewall when the deep layer shear was 7-8 m s
-1

. The composite study of Corbosiero and 117 

Molinari (2002) used 35 Atlantic basin TCs from 1985–99 while they were over land and within 118 

400 km of the coast over water. The authors discovered a strong correlation existed between the 119 
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azimuthal distribution of lightning flashes and vertical wind shear in the environment, especially 120 

when the vertical wind shear exceeded 5 m s
-1

. 121 

 Theoretical studies (Hack and Schubert 1986; Vigh and Schubert 2009) using the 122 

Eliassen-Sawyer equation have demonstrated that diabatic heating located inside the RMW is 123 

more efficient in intensifying the vortex. This conclusion was confirmed by a numerical study 124 

that explored the intensification of a balanced, baroclinic, tropical cyclone–like vortex in which 125 

convection was displaced from the vortex center (Nolan et al. 2007). The result from the 126 

Gabrielle case study (Molinari and Vollaro 2010) also confirmed this conclusion. In a composite 127 

of airborne Doppler data from multiple storms that were either intensifying or remaining steady-128 

state, Rogers et al. (2013) showed that the radial location of the peak of the distribution of CBs 129 

was within the RMW for intensifying storms, whereas it was outside the RMW for steady-state 130 

storms. In an idealized study of the impact of shear on TC vortex intensification, Chen and Fang 131 

(2012) showed that weak shear induced downshear deep convection within the RMW because of 132 

small tilt and tended to facilitate TC intensification. In contrast, deep convection outside the 133 

RMW due to large vortex tilt in strong shear cases tended to curb TC intensification. 134 

 Other than the importance of the radial location of diabatic heating, a few studies have 135 

shown that the vortex tilt direction is also crucial for vortex intensification in a sheared 136 

environment. Using a dry adiabatic model, Reasor et al. (2004) demonstrated that TC-like 137 

vortices achieved approximate steady-state tilts to the left of the shear vector. In a real tropical 138 

environment, the vortex tilt may be more related to the location and timing of the deep 139 

convection. Indeed, in idealized experiments using a cloud-resolving model, Zhang and Tao 140 

(2013) showed that vortex tilt was determined by the location of deep convection in the presence 141 

of wavenumber-1 convection asymmetries. Both the vertical tilt of the vortex and the effective 142 
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(local) vertical wind shear were considerably decreased after the tilt angle reached 90° to the left 143 

of the environmental shear. TCs intensified immediately after the 90° tilt and effective local 144 

shear reached their minima. 145 

 It should be noted that all of the above studies were either restricted to an observational 146 

analysis or dealt with a highly idealized environment which, at best, might provide insight on 147 

some aspect of the TC intensification process. The current work and associated publications are 148 

expected to bridge the gap between existing theoretical studies and observed findings specifically 149 

related to the rapid development of an initially asymmetric TC vortex in a sheared environment.150 

 The next section describes the model configuration of the operational HWRF. Section 3 151 

provides a brief overview of RI of Hurricane Earl. Section 4 presents verification of the model-152 

predicted storm structures against various observations. Section 5 shows some model-predicted, 153 

inner-core structures and structural changes during Earl’s pre-RI and RI stages. Section 6 154 

demonstrates the formation of an upper-level warm core that is associated with the RI of Earl. 155 

Section 7 explains why RI occurs at that specific time. A summary and some concluding remarks 156 

are given in the final section. 157 

2. The HWRF model, configuration, and physics 158 

 The triply-nested, cloud-resolving version of the operational HWRF system jointly 159 

developed by NOAA’s National Weather Service/National Center for Environmental Prediction 160 

(NWS/NCEP) and the Hurricane Research Division (HRD) of the Atlantic Oceanographic and 161 

Meteorological Laboratory under the auspices of the Hurricane Forecast Improvement Project 162 

was used in this study (Gopalakrishnan et al. 2011, 2012, 2013; Tallapragada et al. 2013). In 163 

brief, this version has a number of important physics upgrades consisting of modifications to the 164 

NCEP Global Forecasting System (GFS) planetary boundary layer (PBL) based on observational 165 
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findings (Gopalakrishnan et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2013), improved Geophysical Fluid Dynamics 166 

Laboratory (GFDL) surface physics, improved Ferrier microphysics (Ferrier 1994), and 167 

implementation of the new GFS shallow convective parameterization (Hong and Pan 1996). 168 

HWRF's oceanic component is a version of the Princeton Ocean Model adapted for TCs (POM-169 

TC; Yablonsky and Ginis 2008), which was developed at the University of Rhode Island.  More 170 

details on the model parameterization schemes may be found in the above mentioned references. 171 

 HWRF uses a model-consistent vortex from the previous cycle that has been relocated 172 

and adjusted toward current pressure and wind observations (Liu et al. 2006; Tallapragada et al. 173 

2013). This study uses output from the 1800 UTC 26 August 2010 retrospective forecast with 174 

vortex initialization and assimilation consisting of three major steps: (1) interpolation of the 175 

global analysis fields from the Global Forecast System (GFS) onto the operational 27:9:3 model 176 

grid; (2) removal of the GFS vortex from the global analysis; and (3) addition of the HWRF 177 

vortex modified from the previous cycle’s 6-h forecast based on observed location and strength. 178 

The improved prediction of the HWRF system is partly attributed to the surface and boundary 179 

layer combination being reconstructed on the basis of hurricane observations and the advanced 180 

initialization procedure (Tallapragada et al. 2013; Goldenberg et al. 2014). For instance, forecast 181 

errors from the HWRF system for Earl were generally low, and those from the particular cycle 182 

used here were exceptional, as will be demonstrated in section 4. There were a few other cycles 183 

that could have been used; however, the current cycle captured the RI phase starting at 48 hours 184 

into the forecast so that any lack of realism related to initial conditions and subsequent spin up 185 

could be avoided. 186 

3. Overview of RI of Hurricane Earl 187 
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 A detailed account of Hurricane Earl is reported in Cangialosi (2010). In summary, the 188 

hurricane originated from a tropical easterly wave and organized into a tropical depression by 189 

0600 UTC 25 August after acquiring sufficient convective organization when centered about 370 190 

km west-southwest of the Cape Verde Islands. As convection became better organized, the 191 

system strengthened into a tropical storm by 1200 UTC 25 August and became a hurricane 1200 192 

UTC 29 August in an environment with warm SSTs of 28-29ºC and moderate VWS. The 193 

hurricane underwent RI with a 21 m s
-1

 increase in wind speed over 24 h, becoming a category 4 194 

hurricane by 1800 UTC 30 August as it slowed and gradually turned northwestward. In this 195 

work, we focus on the pre-RI and early RI forecasts (i.e., 1800 UTC 26 AUG to 1800 UTC 29 196 

AUG). 197 

4. Model verification 198 

 Figure 1 depicts the time evolution of Hurricane Earl in terms of central pressure, 199 

maximum 10-m wind, and the RMW
1
. Figure 1a shows the track of the storm from the HWRF 200 

forecast (red line) compared with the best track analysis (black line) plotted at a 6-h interval for 201 

the period of 1800 UTC 26 August to 1800 UTC 31 August. As can be seen, the predicted track 202 

follows the observations reasonably well, in general, and 95% of Earl’s track errors are caused 203 

by the translation speed difference with the predicted hurricane moving slower than the observed 204 

hurricane. The track errors at 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h, critical for understanding the modeled 205 

intensification process, are 104 km, 177 km, and 181 km, respectively, and these numbers 206 

compare favorably to the season’s best-track estimates of 104 km, 171 km, and 248 km for the 207 

same period (Cangialosi and Franklin 2011). 208 

                                                           
1It should be noted that the outputs from the model were plotted at higher frequency (i.e., 2 min) 

for further analysis. However, the observations are plotted at a 6-h interval and only provide a 

scale of measure of the model performance in terms of its overall behavior. 
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Figure 1b shows a time series of the central pressure from the HWRF (blue line) and best 209 

track analysis (black line), which indicates the HWRF forecast reproduced the central pressure 210 

change very well, particularly for the pre-RI and RI periods. Further examination of the pressure 211 

field shows there is a clear semidiurnal oscillation with 1.5 hPa amplitude. To obtain a clear 212 

signal that is related only to the storm itself, a filter with 1.5 hPa amplitude and 12-h period was 213 

applied to the time series of central pressure (blue line) and filtered time series of central 214 

pressure is depicted in red line. It captured the pre-RI stage, during which pressure remained 215 

almost unchanged in the first 27 h and deepened slightly between 27-51 h. The continuous steady 216 

deepening period began at 51 h. While the deepening rate between 51-57 h was only 0.1 hPa hr
-1

, 217 

the deepening rate increased rapidly after 57 h, denoting RI onset for the HWRF forecast. Based 218 

on the maximum 10-m wind speed at 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h, the intensity errors were 0.8 m s
-1

, 1 219 

m s
-1

, and 5 m s
-1

, respectively, extremely good values when compared with the 2010 season 220 

intensity forecast errors of 6.5 m s
-1

, 10.2 m s
-1

, and 8.6 m s
-1

 (Cangialosi and Franklin 2011). 221 

Figure 1c compares the time series of the RMW from the HWRF forecast and the 222 

observations. As can be seen, the RMW from the HWRF forecast is about 70 km smaller than 223 

the observations at the initial time, likely a result of cycling of the vortex from the previous run. 224 

It should be noted that while the vortex from the cycled runs was adjusted towards the observed 225 

central pressure, maximum 10-m wind speed, and radius of 17 m s
-1

 wind from the best track 226 

data, no initial adjustment for the RMW was performed in this initialization scheme. 227 

Nevertheless, after 24 h into the forecast, the RMW from HWRF is comparable to the 228 

observations, reaching about 110 km. Both the observed and simulated RMWs contract rapidly 229 

between 24-36 h. The contraction in the HWRF forecast with 2-min-resolution is realized 230 

through a series of significant fluctuations that may not be captured from the 6-h best track. As 231 
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discussed later, these fluctuations are related to vigorous CBs that occur at different radii and 232 

quadrants. The RMW for both the observations and HWRF forecast remains nearly constant 233 

between 36-60 h with a slight contraction around 45 h. A large contraction in the RMW occurs 234 

after 60 h. The modeled RMW contracts from a radius of about 50 km to 20-30 km, consistent 235 

with the observations. The model verification in Fig.1 shows that the HWRF forecast reproduces 236 

the intensity and storm size exceptionally well for this cycle, making it an excellent case to 237 

provide further forecast insights on the intensification problem. Yet one question remains: Is this 238 

good forecast due to the right reasons? To answer this question, the forecasted environment and 239 

storm structure verifications will be examined first. 240 

Figure 2 provides the mean large-scale environment from the HWRF forecast and GFS 241 

analysis in terms of VWS and SSTs. Although direct comparison of point value of shear and 242 

SSTs between low-resolution GFS analysis and a high-resolution ocean coupled HWRF system 243 

may be misleading, we use these comparisons to verify only the trend. As can be observed in 244 

Fig. 2a, both the HWRF shear (red line) and GFS shear (black line) show some oscillations 245 

around 5 m s
-1

, and they are generally in phase with the amplitude of GFS shear about 2 m s
-1

 246 

larger than that of HWRF shear. It is noteworthy that shear increases a few hours prior to RI and 247 

in the early RI stage for the HWRF forecast. As for the GFS analysis, shear also increases in the 248 

first 6 h of RI. Apparently, RI onset, at least in this case, is not caused by decreasing shear as 249 

postulated in earlier studies. Such studies suggested that shear curbs storm intensification 250 

through a number of pathways, including ventilation of the upper-level warm core (Frank and 251 

Ritchie 2001), middle-level ventilation that reduces the Carnot engine efficiency (Tang and 252 

Emanuel 2010), and reduced temperature in the boundary layer inflow (Riemer et al. 2010). Fig. 253 

2b shows that SSTs increase drastically in the pre-RI stage in both the HWRF forecast and GFS 254 
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analysis. As the storm approaches RI, the HWRF forecast SSTs almost level off, but the GFS 255 

SSTs continue increasing to 66 h. Nevertheless, the general trend is very similar, and the GFS 256 

SSTs are slightly warmer than the HWRF SSTs after RI onset. In this case, both the shear and 257 

SSTs imply that the role of environmental factors in controlling the RI of Earl is not clear-cut, 258 

providing a great example to study how multi-scale interaction leads to the RI of Earl. 259 

Figure 3 compares radar reflectivity from the HWRF forecast at flight level (3-km 260 

altitude) against the lower fuselage radar observations available in the HRD database 261 

(http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/Storm_pages/earl2010/radar.html) for the pre-RI and RI stages. 262 

The snapshots from the HWRF forecast 1 h later and 2 h earlier are used in the pre-RI and RI 263 

stages, respectively, to verify the structure. In general, the convective asymmetry, which is 264 

governed by environmental shear, is also reproduced in the HWRF forecast. As can be seen, in 265 

the pre-RI stage when shear is northerly, the inner core is highly asymmetric with deep 266 

convection occurring roughly downshear and downshear-left in both the observed reflectivity 267 

and the HWRF forecast reflectivity. The magnitude of the northerly shear at this time is about 268 

7.7 m s
-1

 and 5.3 m s
-1

, respectively, for the observations and HWRF forecast. Most of the deep 269 

convection falls outside the 50-km radius for both the observations and HWRF forecast. After 270 

Earl begins RI, the shear remains northerly, and the reflectivity for both the observations and 271 

HWRF forecast is still highly asymmetric. Deep convection occurs downshear-left in the inner 272 

core and upshear in an outer rainband which is located at a larger radii in HWRF forecast than 273 

the observations. Although much of the high reflectivity due to convection falls outside the 274 

RMW for both the observations and the HWRF forecast, there is a significant amount of 275 

convection near the center (i.e., inside the 50-km radius), which is expected to increase the 276 

http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/Storm_pages/earl2010/radar.html
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diabatic heating efficiency in intensifying the vortex as demonstrated in previous studies (Hack 277 

and Schubert 1986; Nolan et al. 2007; Vigh and Schubert 2009; Rogers et al. 2013). 278 

Other than the wavenumber-1 asymmetry in the horizontal distribution of reflectivity, 279 

another major response of the storm structure to shear is vortex tilt with altitude. Figure 4 280 

compares the tilt
2
 from the HWRF forecast against the observations in the pre-RI and RI stages. 281 

As shown in Fig. 4a, the observed tilt (measured by the circulation displacement between 2 km 282 

and 8 km) is towards the southeast in the pre-RI stage with 75-km magnitude, while the 283 

corresponding RMW at the surface is only about 50 km. According to Chen and Fang (2012), 284 

such a tilt/RMW configuration will lead to the deep convection falling outside of the RMW and, 285 

subsequently, the diabatic heating efficiency should be significantly diminished. However, a 286 

major concern about using the surface RMW in evaluating the efficiency of diabatic heating is 287 

that the maximum diabatic heating usually occurs in the middle and upper levels. For a highly 288 

sloped eyewall, the surface RMW might be significantly different from the RMW at the upper 289 

level. For this reason, a fixed radius was used instead of the surface RMW to evaluate the 290 

efficiency of diabatic heating. The wavenumber-1 asymmetry in the low-level wind field has the 291 

maximum wind speed located in the northeast quadrant (shaded) as a result of the northwestward 292 

translation of the storm. The wind field asymmetry and the vortex tilt from the HWRF forecast 293 

(Fig. 4b) resemble the Doppler observed structure very well. The tilt in the RI stage (i.e., 9 h 294 

after RI onset) rotates anticyclonically and becomes much smaller for both the observations and 295 

HWRF forecast. The shear, 6.5-7 m s
-1

 at this time, is greater than the shear in the later time of 296 

pre-RI period for the HWRF forecast, suggesting the tilt magnitude is more likely determined by 297 

the ratio of shear to storm intensity instead of shear magnitude alone. For a given amount of 298 

                                                           
2
 For the purpose of comparison with observations, we have computed the tilt using earth-relative flow in this 

section. 
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shear, a weaker storm will respond with larger tilt, while a stronger storm will be more resilient 299 

to the shear and exhibit less tilt. 300 

5. Storm structure evolution 301 

Figure 4 shows that tilt is large in the pre-RI stage and reduces during the RI stage. 302 

Previous studies have shown that RI onset is associated with a vertical alignment of the vortex 303 

(e.g., Chen 2012). To examine if vortex alignment is the trigger for the RI of Hurricane Earl, the 304 

hourly tilt hodograph from 48 h (i.e., 9 h prior to RI onset) to 66 h (i.e., 9 h after RI onset) is 305 

depicted in Fig. 5. The tilt is northeastward at 48 h with 41 km magnitude, rotating clockwise to 306 

the south as its magnitude shrinks significantly to 22 km at 51 h. The tilt vector then rotates 307 

cyclonically while its magnitude increases to 50 km at 57 h when RI commences. It continues to 308 

rotate cyclonically, but magnitude rapidly decreases after 58 h. Within this 18-h period the 309 

minimum tilt is 10 km, which occurs at 65 h (i.e., 8 h after RI onset). In general, the tilt decreases 310 

with intensification as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, but the tilt at RI onset (i.e., t = 57 h) is still large. 311 

The tilt precession shown in Fig. 5 demonstrates that vertical alignment is the result instead of 312 

the trigger for RI. Nevertheless, Earl does become vertically aligned in the later RI stage despite 313 

its highly asymmetric convective distribution. 314 

6. The upper level warming 315 

 The accelerated deepening of central pressure is associated with a sudden temperature 316 

change in the eye center, caused by either an abrupt increase in magnitude as demonstrated in the 317 

idealized numerical study of Gopalakrishnan et al. (2011) or by a sudden elevation of the warm 318 

core height. Chen and Zhang (2013) showed that the RI onset of Hurricane Wilma (2005) was 319 

associated with the warm core being elevated from 12 km to 14 km altitude; however, in those 320 

studies, this did not occur until the vortex became horizontally symmetric and vertically aligned. 321 
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To examine if Earl's RI occurred due to the warm core shifting upward, despite its 322 

significant horizontal asymmetry and vertical tilt, the time-height cross section of temperature 323 

perturbation with respect to the 400 km × 400 km domain averaged temperature profile at 324 

forecast initial time is plotted in Fig. 6a. As observed, there is a stark difference between the pre-325 

RI and RI stages similar to what is shown in Zhang and Chen (2012). The warming is focused 326 

below 8 km in the pre-RI stage and then suddenly extends to 14 km in the RI stage with 327 

maximum warming setting in at 8 km altitude at the end of the forecast. 328 

 To quantify the contribution of the warming above 8 km to the surface pressure change, a 329 

hydrostatic calculation is performed by removing the warming above 8 km, and the result is 330 

plotted in Fig. 6b. The original surface pressure is also plotted for the purpose of comparison. It 331 

can be seen that RI would not have occurred and that the final central pressure would have been 332 

45 hPa higher without the warming above 8 km. This figure clearly demonstrates that warming 333 

in the upper level (i.e., above 8 km) resulted in the RI of Earl. 334 

One question spontaneously rises: what causes the warming above 8 km? Zhang and 335 

Chen (2012) explained that the upper-level warming development in Hurricane Wilma (2005) 336 

was due to compensating subsidence from CBs trapped in the inner core region due to weak, 337 

storm-relative flow in the eye and large inertial stability associated with the development of the 338 

symmetric eyewall. However, Hurricane Earl never achieved a fully symmetric eyewall in this 339 

120-h forecast, and there is northerly flow across the storm center at 8-km altitude as shown in 340 

Fig.5 at 60 h. Apparently, the development of upper-level warming in Earl was very different 341 

from that in Hurricane Wilma. 342 
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 Previous studies (Nolan et al. 2007; Vigh and Shubert 2009; Rogers et al. 2013) have 343 

already pointed out that CBs taking place inside the RMW are more efficient in spinning up the 344 

vortex. To test this hypothesis, a time series of CB
3
 numbers in the first 72 h stratified by the 345 

radius (i.e., r ≤ 50 km, 50 km ≤ r ≤ 100 km, 100 km ≤ r ≤ 150 km, 150 km ≤ r ≤ 200 km) is 346 

shown in Fig.7a. Fixed radii are used instead of the RMW because the RMW as shown in Fig. 1c 347 

exhibits large fluctuations, especially in the early hours of the forecast. Time series of shear 348 

magnitude, central pressure, and maximum surface wind are also plotted in Fig. 7a to facilitate 349 

viewing the relationship between them and CB activity. While CBs inside 50 km are considered 350 

as being in a favorable region for intensifying the vortex, most CBs fall within the 50-150 km 351 

radius. In general, the number of CBs at all radii exhibit episodic behavior at irregular intervals. 352 

Moon and Nolan (2010) pointed out that Convective Available Potential Energy CAPE in 353 

the environment needed to be restored to support a new CB episode, after a previous CB episode 354 

exhausted the CAPE. There are three major episodes in the pre-RI stage (i.e., prior to 57 h): 9-15 355 

h, 24-30 h, and 36-42 h. The first two episodes occur when the shear magnitude is < 4 m s
-1

, and 356 

the third episode occurs when the shear increases to near 6 m s
-1

. Figure 7a shows that the 357 

surface wind speeds respond to each episode with dramatic fluctuations, increasing rapidly when 358 

the CB episode starts picking up and weakening quickly when the episode starts to die down. In 359 

the second episode, the surface wind speed increases from 20 m s
-1

 to 28 m s
-1

 from 24 h to 27 h 360 

then rapidly returns to its pre-episode value at the end the episode. However, at the end of the 361 

third episode, there is a net 3 m s
-1

 increase in the wind speed. Starting at 53 h, the surface wind 362 

speed shows a steady increase with small fluctuations as the shear increases from 5 m s
-1

 to 6.8 363 

                                                           
3A convective burst is defined as a grid point with its maximum vertical motion greater than 3ms

-

1
 in the column. 
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m s
-1

. In contrast to the surface wind response to the CB episodes, central pressure does not show 364 

a similar response, yet it does begin to deepen continuously after 52 h (i.e., 1 h prior to the 365 

surface wind increases). 366 

Based on this fine scale analysis of the time series of central pressure and surface wind, it 367 

seems the RI onset should be flagged at 52 or 53 h. However, as pointed out in section 4, the 368 

deepening rate is still only about 0.1 hPa h
-1

 around this time. Nevertheless, the 52-57 h time 369 

period into the forecast can be viewed as a pre-conditioning stage for RI. How the pre-370 

conditioning process occurs is not yet clear in Fig. 7a. The evolution of CBs occurring near the 371 

center (i.e., ≤ 50 km radius) does not appear to be closely related to intensity change, which 372 

implies diabatic heating close to the center is an insufficient condition for RI in the case of Earl. 373 

 To examine the possible relationship between CB azimuthal distribution and intensity 374 

change, Fig. 7b shows a similar time series to Fig. 7a, but the CBs are stratified by the shear-375 

oriented quadrants instead of the radius. The evolution of CBs in Fig. 7b is very similar to Fig. 376 

7a before 50 h with periodic CB episodes occurring randomly in different quadrants. However, 377 

CBs in the downshear-left (red line) dominate after 50 h, and this downshear-left dominance 378 

pattern persists until 72 h. The central pressure and surface wind speed start to intensify 379 

continuously a couple of hours after the downshear-left dominance pattern occurs, which 380 

indicates downshear-left is a favorable quadrant for CBs to intensify the storm. Downshear-left 381 

CB episodes occur prior to 50 h, but there are two major differences between those episodes and 382 

the episode after 50 h. First, there are many other CBs taking place in other quadrants which 383 

make downshear-left CBs much less distinct. This suggests downshear-left dominance of CB 384 

distribution might be one of the necessary conditions for the RI of Earl. Second, the duration of 385 

downshear-left CBs is shorter than the episode after 50 h, which suggests the persistence of CBs 386 
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is also important, consistent with previous studies (e.g., Nolan et al. 2007, Cecelski and Zhang 387 

2013). 388 

 The CB distribution is further refined by shear-oriented quadrants within a 50-km radius 389 

to consider both the radius and azimuthal factors. As shown Fig. 7c, there are two distinct 390 

episodes in the downshear-left quadrant with the second episode dominating all other quadrants, 391 

although its duration is shorter than that in Fig. 7b. Fig. 7c suggests that both the radius and 392 

shear-oriented direction are important in determining the efficiency of CBs to spin up the vortex. 393 

 Figure 7 shows that there is a relationship between CB activity and intensity change, 394 

especially when the CBs are measured in shear-oriented quadrants. But exactly how are they 395 

related? As shown in Fig. 6a, RI onset is related to sudden warming in the upper troposphere of 396 

the eye center. Subsidence in the hurricane eye is well recognized as the mechanism responsible 397 

for the formation of the warm core, but such a mechanism has remained enigmatic since this 398 

branch of circulation consumes energy produced elsewhere in the hurricane. 399 

Previous studies have put forward a few hypotheses. Using an axisymmetric vortex 400 

model, Smith (1980) demonstrated that subsidence warming in the eye was mechanically driven 401 

by decreasing tangential winds in the vertical as a consequence of thermal wind balance. 402 

Willoughby (1998) viewed subsidence as the result of RMW contraction as the storm intensified. 403 

To examine the relationship between subsidence in the inner core and intensity change, shear-404 

oriented subsidence averaged from surface to 12-km altitude inside the 50-km radius is shown in 405 

Fig. 8. The subsidence in each quadrant between 24-39 h is quite vigorous, with multiple peaks 406 

up to 0.3 m s
-1

 that occur periodically, similar to the CBs in Fig. 7b. The subsidence in all 407 

quadrants is relatively weak between 39-50 h, after which there is sustained subsidence in the 408 
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upshear-left quadrant. It appears from Figs. 7b and 8 that subsidence in the upshear-left quadrant 409 

is closely correlated in time to the CBs in the downshear-left quadrant. This is consistent with the 410 

results of Eastin et al. (2005) and Reasor et al. (2009), which showed the subsidence is 411 

maximized in the upshear region next to the down-shear left deep convection in Hurricane 412 

Guillermo (1997).  413 

 Figures 7 and 8 imply that RI onset is related to sustained convection in the downshear-414 

left quadrant and subsidence in the upshear-left quadrant. To demonstrate how the downshear-415 

left convection and upshear-left subsidence contribute to formation of the warm core and RI, 416 

Figs. 9a and 9c show the hourly averaged potential temperature anomaly (black contour) and 417 

vertical motion (shading) at 8-km altitude during RI pre-conditioning (i.e., 54-55 h) and RI onset 418 

(i.e., 57-58 h) stages, respectively. In Fig. 9a, the mesoscale vertical motion shows a wave 419 

number-1 asymmetry with ascent downshear and descent upshear. Superposed on this mesoscale 420 

vertical motion distribution is strong deep convection in the downshear-left quadrant and strong 421 

subsidence in the upshear-left quadrant next to downshear-left deep convection. The strongest 422 

subsidence is located along the downwind edge of deep convection. Associated with this 423 

distribution of vertical motion are two regions of warm anomaly, a broad one in the deep 424 

convection region with a maximum of 3 K and a narrow one in the subsidence region with a 425 

maximum of 2 K, separated by a cooling line (marked by a blue dashed line). The storm-relative 426 

circulation center at 8-km altitude (“×” mark in Fig. 9a) is located at the edge of downshear-left 427 

deep convection. This configuration allows flow at upper level advect the warm anomaly 428 

associated with subsidence in the upshear-left towards the low-level storm center and reduce the 429 

surface pressure, which suggest the horizontal advection may play an important role in the 430 

development of the upper-level warm core. The hourly averaged diabatic heating distribution is 431 
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very similar to the vertical motion distribution with heating in upward motion area and cooling in 432 

downward motion area. Figure 9b shows the heating associated with deep convection in the 433 

downshear-left quadrant can be as large as 20 K hr
-1

, 95% of which is offset by the adiabatic 434 

cooling. Right next to the strong diabatic heating is strong evaporative cooling which is up to 10 435 

K hr
-1

 and is responsible for the cooling line seen in Fig. 9a. However, it is important to note that 436 

despite a cooling trend due to microphysical processes at the downstream of the cooling line 437 

(Fig. 9a), it can’t offset the warming produced by subsidence further downstream resulting in net 438 

warming (Fig. 9a). 439 

 3 h later (Fig. 9c), the deep convection area has expanded significantly and is located 440 

farther northeast with part of the deep convection occurring in the upshear-left quadrant. The 441 

warm anomaly region in the upshear left at this time becomes much more significant in terms 442 

both coverage and magnitude compared to 3 h earlier. Therefore, the horizontal temperature 443 

advection is much more significant at this time. Fig. 9d showed corresponding diabatic heating 444 

distribution which is very similar to Fig. 9b with strong diabatic heating associated with deep 445 

convection in the downshear left and evaporative cooling next to it responsible for the cooling 446 

line.  447 

 Figure 10 shows the azimuth-height cross section of vertical motion averaged between 448 

50-km radius and 100-km radius during pre-conditioning stage and RI onset. As it can be seen, 449 

all the deep convection concentrates in downshear region with most of it in downshear-left in the 450 

pre-conditioning stage (Fig. 10a). Compared to the upward motion, the downward motion shows 451 

more characteristics. There is a strong convective-scale downward motion labeled “A” at the 452 

downstream of deep convection in the downshear-left quadrant. Near the edge of deep 453 

convection and below the melting level, this convective-scale downward motion is greatly 454 
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enhanced by the evaporation. This distinct feature is consistent with earlier studies of Liu et al. 455 

(1999). The strong evaporation-driven downward motion below the melting level also indicates 456 

that the cells have entered a mature stage. Also the broad mesoscale subsidence in the upshear 457 

labeled “B”, which is the result of interaction between shear and vortex, occupies between 3 km 458 

and 10 km at this time and is enhanced by the convective-scale subsidence at the downstream of 459 

deep convection. Higher up, there is another kind of subsidence labeled “C” which results from 460 

the detrainment of stratospheric air due to the overshooting deep convection. This feature has 461 

also been documented by numerous studies (e.g. Velden and Smith 1983; Foley 1998). The 462 

detrainment subsidence is unlikely to play a major role in the development of upper-level warm 463 

core in this case since it is located in the upstream of deep convection. 464 

 3 h later, the deep convection rotates cyclonically and a small portion of deep convection 465 

occurs in the upshear-left. The deep convection at this time is more upright in comparison with 466 

slanted updraft in Fig. 10a. Lack of significant evaporation-driven downdraft below the melting 467 

level indicates that the convective cells are at its growing stages. Nevertheless, there is still 468 

convective-scale downward motion at the downstream of deep convection in the upshear-left 469 

quadrant (marked “A” in Fig. 10b). The broad mesoscale subsidence shown in Fig. 10a now 470 

extends vertically occupying between 2 km and 12 km. Consistent with Fig. 9c, the maximum 471 

warming is slightly downstream of maximum convective-scale downward motion in the upshear-472 

left. Higher up, the detrainment subsidence is still located at the upstream of deep convection but 473 

it is stronger than 3 h earlier. This is consistent with the more upright deep convection at this 474 

time.     475 

To further examine the role of horizontal temperature advection in the development of 476 

the warm core, the averaged temperature local tendency and horizontal temperature advection 477 
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within the eye (i.e., radii ≤ 15 km) in the 8-14 km layer is calculated and shown in Fig. 11. The 478 

horizontal temperature advection is very close to the local tendency in the pre-RI stage and 479 

almost identical to the local tendency in the period between RI onset and vertical alignment. (i.e., 480 

57-65 h). Once the vortex became vertically aligned, there are large differences between the 481 

temperature tendency and the horizontal advection, which implies the mechanism for warm core 482 

development prior to vertical alignment and after vertical alignment are different. This suggests 483 

that the balanced subsidence warming dictated by the thermal wind relationship proposed by 484 

Smith (1980) and the forced subsidence as a result of storm contraction proposed by Willoughby 485 

(1998) might be more applicable to a vertically-aligned vortex instead of a tilted vortex. Since 486 

horizontal warm air advection contributes to the development of the warm core, the warm core 487 

will not be the result of a passive response to the primary and secondary circulations. When there 488 

is sustained warming caused by horizontal warm advection occurring in the upper troposphere as 489 

shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the surface pressure will respond in a steady sense and allow for the 490 

gradient wind adjustment to occur and the subsequent wind speed to increase (Fig. 7).  491 

7. Why does RI occur at that specific time? 492 

 We illustrated in section 6 that subsidence warming in the upshear-left quadrant is 493 

advected to the storm center and contributes to the development of an upper-level warm core. 494 

However, Fig. 7 shows that CBs occur almost all the time in the pre-RI stage and that they are 495 

even more vigorous between 24-42 h, yet RI occurs much later. Fig. 7b provides a hint that 496 

persistent downshear-left dominance of CBs is the key. Why does the downshear-left region 497 

need to be dominant? What do CBs do in different quadrants? 498 

 It is well known that TCs that evolve in a sheared environment tend to produce organized 499 

convection in the downshear region and subsidence in the upshear region (e.g., Jones 1995). This 500 
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scenario is also depicted in the forecast of Hurricane Earl by the HWRF system (Figs. 9). The 501 

process of RI in sheared storms may be viewed as a mechanism of cooperative interaction 502 

between large/mesoscale subsidence in the upshear region and subsidence produced by 503 

convective elements that form first in the downshear left quadrant and then move cyclonically to 504 

the upshear quadrant, moistening the environment downstream near the low-level storm center. 505 

However, the scale, frequency, and, above all, location of these CBs appear to play a key role in 506 

the RI process. For the configuration to favor RI in a titled vortex, it must allow for the 507 

maximum subsidence-induced warming to be advected over the low-level storm center. 508 

  To examine the difference between CBs occurring in the four shear-oriented quadrants, 509 

Fig. 12 shows the schematic configuration of convective scale vertical motion and shear-induced 510 

mesoscale motion. The black arrow indicates shear direction. The light blue and red hemispheres 511 

denote the shear-induced mesoscale subsidence and ascent, respectively, which are weak but 512 

balanced. The red circle indicates aggregated CBs, and the dark blue ring surrounding it shows 513 

the convective-scale subsidence. Compared to mesoscale vertical motion, the convective-scale 514 

vertical motion is strong but unbalanced. The thick blue arrow indicates the horizontal 515 

temperature advection associated with the net subsidence warming determined by mesoscale 516 

subsidence and convective-scale subsidence. The magnitude of advection is presented by the 517 

color of the arrow with dark blue representing a larger magnitude. As can be seen, when CBs 518 

occur in the downshear-left and upshear-left quadrants (Figs. 12a and 12b), convective-scale 519 

subsidence induced at the downstream by the CBs is superposed on the mesoscale descent in the 520 

upshear region, and the net effect of the warming will be amplified, consistent with Reasor et al. 521 

(2009). 522 
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Compared to the favorable configuration just identified, upshear-right and downshear-523 

right CBs produce subsidence in the mesoscale ascent region, which will offset the convective 524 

scale subsidence warming and are not favorable for RI (Figs. 12c and 12d). The animation of 525 

temperature horizontal distribution indicates that the warming in the downshear region does not 526 

accumulate; it only accumulates when sustained CB activity occurs in the downshear-left 527 

quadrant. This schematic figure also shows that the tilt magnitude/RMW configuration plays an 528 

important role. When the tilt is much larger than the surface RMW, the maximum warming may 529 

occur farther radially outward and will not be advected across the low-level storm center by the 530 

upper-level circulation to reduce the surface pressure in the most efficient way. Therefore, both 531 

the radial location and azimuthal location are important for CBs to intensify the vortex 532 

efficiently. 533 

 The schematic image shown in Fig.12 is predicated on the assumption that upper-level 534 

circulation is determined by the location of deep convection, which is the case when CBs are 535 

clustered in one quadrant instead of being scattering. For example, the vortex shows upshear tilt 536 

when most of the CBs occur in the upshear quadrants at 27 h. The tilt becomes southeastward 537 

when sustained downshear-left CBs dominate after 50 h. Zhang and Tao (2013) demonstrated 538 

that tilt is determined by deep convection when there is significant convection asymmetry. When 539 

CBs are scattered, each CB element competes with the others to become the new circulation 540 

center and the upper-level circulation is disorganized. Hence, a cooperative configuration 541 

between mesoscale subsidence in the upshear region and organized convection is required for RI. 542 

 Although deep convection in left of shear is shown to be more favorable for RI, random 543 

convective bursts do contribute to RI by moistening the vortex environment and allowing deep 544 

convection in the downshear-left quadrant take place persistently. As shown in Figure 13, the 545 
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peak of relative humidity is a few hours later than the peak convective bursts activity for each 546 

CB episode, suggesting convective bursts moisten the environment. After the first three 547 

convective bursts episodes which do not contribute to the development of upper-level warm core 548 

and RI directly, relative humidity increased from 60% to more than 70%. What drives these CB 549 

episodes is one of our future research topics. 550 

8. Concluding remarks 551 

 For the first time the asymmetric, three-dimensional, rapid intensification of a tropical 552 

cyclone, Hurricane Earl (2010), is simulated using the operational, ocean-coupled, HWRF 553 

modeling system and verified not only with best track estimates, but also against inner core 554 

observations which were available especially during the pre-conditioning and RI stages of the 555 

storm.  556 

 Apart from the routine track and 10-m wind speed, the model reproduced some salient, 557 

observed features of a sheared vortex such as the asymmetric convective pattern and tilt of 558 

the storm both at the pre-conditioning and RI stages for the Earl case.  The size prediction, in 559 

terms of the RMW, especially after the initial spin up process, was close to the observation. 560 

We believe that in the absence of high-resolution observations in space and time this forecast 561 

is useful in providing further insights on the RI process. 562 

 Both the HWRF forecast and the observations indicate that strong convection is highly 563 

asymmetric in the pre-conditioning and RI stages with most of the strong convection 564 

concentrated in the downshear/downshear-left quadrants. In contrast, the vertical vortex tilt 565 

evolves from the large tilt in the pre-conditioning and early RI stages to almost vertically 566 

aligned in the later RI stage. 567 
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 The hourly hodograph of vortex tilt from the HWRF forecast reveals that the tilt is still large 568 

when RI starts at 57 h, and begins to decrease rapidly, suggesting that vertical alignment of 569 

the vortex is the result of RI rather than the trigger. 570 

 Analysis of the 2-min HWRF forecast output shows that, despite the asymmetry in 571 

convective activities, RI onset is associated with a sudden warming in the upper troposphere 572 

above the 8-km altitude, without which RI would not have occurred, and the final pressure 573 

would be as much as 45 hPa higher. 574 

 An in-depth analysis reveals that the pre-conditioning and RI stages are associated with most 575 

of the deep convection within 200 km of the low-level center occurring in the downshear-left 576 

quadrant, which produces convective-scale subsidence warming in the upshear region where 577 

mesoscale subsidence warming is located. This scenario is similar to the observational study 578 

of Hurricane Guillermo (1997) depicted in Eastin et al. (2005). The maximum warming is 579 

caused by cooperative interaction between the convective-scale subsidence and shear-580 

induced mesoscale subsidence. This warming is advected towards the low-level storm center 581 

by the upper-level circulation. If strong convection persistently occurs in the downshear-left 582 

quadrant, the horizontal advection of induced warming downstream of the evaporative 583 

cooling can play an important role in developing the upper-level warm core, lowering the 584 

surface pressure efficiently, and initiating RI. When strong convection is scattered randomly 585 

in different quadrants, each CB element competes with the others to become the new 586 

circulation center, and the beneficial collaboration between the upper-level flow field, 587 

convective-scale warming, and mesoscale warming as discussed above will not be realized. 588 

Nevertheless, some of the random CBs are found to moisten the environment near the vortex, 589 

providing a pre-cursor for RI process. 590 
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 The analysis also shows that wind speed increases when CB activity becomes vigorous. Yet, 591 

the wind speed only intensifies temporarily without the warming having developed in the 592 

upper level as a result of CBs occurring in the optimum quadrants. Therefore, we propose 593 

that RI onset and the early hours of RI occur in such a way that the wind adjusts to surface 594 

pressure changes caused by the upper-level warming which results from the horizontal 595 

advection of subsidence warming to the low-level center. 596 

 It should be emphasized that although cloud-resolving models show some promise in RI 597 

predictions for individual cases, there is much less skill in forecasting intensity with fidelity 598 

over several TC forecasts. Both storm-to-storm and cycle-to-cycle variability are not 599 

uncommon. For instance, while the overall predictions of the intensification for the Earl case 600 

were reasonable, even the subsequent forecast cycle produced a delayed intensification. 601 

Additionally, while the current cycle of HWRF retrospective forecast reproduced the RI of 602 

Earl well, after the RI (after about 96 h into the forecast) there were some differences in 603 

minimum sea-level pressure with the observed central pressure deepening much faster until 604 

108 h and then filling while the HWRF forecasted central pressure kept deepening. It is 605 

unclear at this time if these differences are due to an eyewall replacement cycle which is 606 

known to have predictability issues in numerical models. Our preliminary analysis, based on 607 

some of the surface wind behavior, shows that the HWRF system did not capture this subtle 608 

change, at least in this particular cycle. All these issues raise an important question on the 609 

predictability of convection, even in an organized system such as a hurricane.  The HWRF 610 

system has been run in operations at cloud-permitting scales for a couple of seasons over the 611 

North Atlantic and Pacific basins and over the North Indian Ocean. Retrospective runs have 612 

also been made over several seasons. The challenge is to diagnose a good versus bad forecast 613 
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and address some of the predictability issues. We believe the current work provides a basis to 614 

address these issues. Studies in this direction are ongoing. 615 
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Figure Captions 756 

Figure 1: (a) HWRF-forecasted (red line) and observed track (black line) at 6-h interval; (b) time 757 

series of HWRF-forecasted (2-min-resolution; red line) and observed (6-h-resolution; black 758 

line) maximum surface wind (Vmax, m s
-1

) and central pressure (Pmin, hPa) for the period of 759 

26/18-00 to 31/18-120. For HWRF-forecasted pressure, a semidiurnal filter is applied to the 760 

central pressure time series (blue line) to remove storm-unrelated pressure change (red line); 761 

(c) time series of HWRF-forecasted (2-min-resolution; red line) and observed (6-h-762 

resolution; black line) RMW (km). The black dashed line in (b) indicates RI onset. 763 

Figure 2: Time series of (a) vertical wind shear between 850-200 hPa averaged within 1000 km × 764 

1000 km; and (b) SSTs at the storm center for the HWRF forecast (red line) and GFS 765 

reanalysis (black line). The black and red dashed lines indicate RI onset for observation and 766 

HWRF forecast respectively. 767 

Figure 3: (a) Lower fuselage radar observation of radar reflectivity at 2230 UTC 28 Aug; (b) 768 

HWRF forecasted radar reflectivity from the 29.5-h forecast (valid at 2330 UTC 28 Aug); (c) 769 

Lower fuselage radar observation of radar reflectivity at 1045 UTC 29 Aug; and (d) HWRF 770 

forecasted radar reflectivity from the 62.75-h forecast (valid at 0845 UTC 29 Aug). The 771 

black circles indicate the 50-km, 100-km, and 150-km radii, and the black arrow indicates the 772 

shear direction. Ticks are marked at the 36-km interval. 773 

Figure 4: Wind speed (shading) at 2-km altitude and stream-line (grey lines) at 8-km altitude 774 

from (a) composite radar observation in the pre-RI stage; (b) HWRF forecast in the pre-RI 775 

stage; (c) composite radar observation in the RI stage; and (d) HWRF forecast in the RI 776 
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stage. The black circles indicate the 50-km, 100-km, and 150-km radii, and the black arrow 777 

indicates the tilt direction. 778 

Figure 5: Hourly hodograph of tilt from 48-66 h. The blue circle depicts the 50-km radius, and 779 

the green arrow shows the northerly shear. They represent the mean RMW and shear 780 

direction within this 18-h period. The tilt is calculated as the horizontal displacement of 781 

storm-relative circulation centers at 2-km and 8-km altitude. 782 

Figure 6: (a) Time-height cross section of temperature perturbation at the eye center of Earl with 783 

respect to the reference temperature profile defined as the 400 km × 400 km area-averaged 784 

mean temperature at the model initial time; and (b) Time series of central pressure from the 785 

whole column warming (red line) and the warming below 8 km (blue line). Black dashed line 786 

in (a) indicates RI onset and red dashed line in (a) shows the trend of warm core boundary. 787 

Figure 7: Time series of 2-min-resolution central pressure (black line), shear magnitude (orange 788 

line), maximum surface wind speed (grey line), and CB number stratified by (a) radius r ≤ 50 789 

km, 50 km ≤ r ≤ 100 km,  100 km ≤ r ≤ 150 km, 150 km ≤ r ≤ 200 km; (b) shear-oriented 790 

quadrants within a 200-km radius; and (c) shear-oriented quadrants within a 50-km radius for 791 

the first 72-h forecast. The shear magnitude is multiplied by 100, and the maximum surface 792 

wind is multiplied by 20 to fit the scale on the left axis for (a) and (b). The shear magnitude 793 

is multiplied by 20, and the maximum surface wind is multiplied by 4 to fit the scale on the 794 

left axis for (c). 795 

Figure 8: Time series of subsidence averaged between 0-12 km within a 50-km radius for the 796 

first 72-h forecast for downshear-left (DSL), upshear-left (USL), upshear-right (USR) and 797 

downshear-right (DSR). 798 
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Figure 9: Hourly averaged vertical motion (shading) superposed with potential temperature 799 

anomaly (black contours at 0.5 K interval), shear vector (red arrows), and storm-relative flow 800 

vector (grey arrows) at 8-km altitude for (a) averaged between 54 – 55 h, corresponding to 801 

0000-0100 UTC 29 Aug; and (c) averaged between 57 – 58 h, corresponding to 0300 – 0400 802 

UTC 29 Aug. The white circle indicates the 50-km radius, and the blue dashed line indicates 803 

the cooling that separates diabatic heating from subsidence warming. The green cross 804 

indicates the circulation center at 8-km altitude. (b) and (d) show the hourly averaged 805 

diabatic heating for 54 –  55 h and 57 – 58 h respectively. The black contours show the zero 806 

vertical motion.  807 

Figure 10: Azimuth-height cross section of ring-averaged (50 km ≤ r ≤ 100 km) vertical motion 808 

and time averaged between (a) 54 – 55 h and (b) 57 – 58 h. Blue letter “A”, “B” and “C” 809 

indicate convective-scale downward motion, shear-driven mesoscale downward motion and 810 

stratospheric detrainment downward motion, respectively. 811 

Figure 11: Time series of horizontal advection of potential temperature (red line) and 812 

temperature local tendency (blue line) averaged over 8-14 km within a 15-km radius. Black 813 

dashed lines indicate the timing of RI onset and vertical alignment. 814 

Figure 12: Schematic depiction of configuration of shear-induced mesoscale subsidence (light 815 

blue semicircle), mesoscale ascent (light red semicircle), CBs (dark red circle), and 816 

convective-scale compensated subsidence (dark blue ring). The black circle indicates the 817 

RMW at the surface, and the black arrow shows the shear direction (northerly shear). The 818 

thick blue arrow indicates the upper-level flow associated with CBs. For CBs located in (a) 819 

downshear-left and (b) upshear-left, convective-scale subsidence is superposed on the 820 
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mesoscale subsidence. For CBs located in (a) upshear-right and downshear-right, convective-821 

scale subsidence is superposed on the mesoscale ascent.  822 

Figure. 13: Time series of the number of CBs and domain averaged relative humidity (400 km × 823 

400 km × 14 km).  824 

 825 
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 826 

Fig. 1.  (a) HWRF-forecasted (red line) and observed track (black line) at 6-h interval; (b) time 827 

series of HWRF-forecasted (2-min-resolution; red line) and observed (6-h-resolution; black line) 828 

maximum surface wind (Vmax, m s
-1

) and central pressure (Pmin, hPa) for the period of 26/18-00 829 

to 31/18-120. For HWRF-forecasted pressure, a semidiurnal filter is applied to the central 830 

pressure time series (blue line) to remove storm-unrelated pressure change (red line); (c) time 831 

series of HWRF-forecasted (2-min-resolution; red line) and observed (6-h-resolution; black line) 832 

RMW (km). The black dashed line in (b) indicates RI onset. 833 
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 834 

 835 

Fig. 2.  Time series of (a) vertical wind shear between 850-200 hPa averaged within 1000 km × 836 

1000 km; and (b) SSTs at the storm center for the HWRF forecast (red line) and GFS reanalysis 837 

(black line). The black and red dashed lines indicate RI onset for observation and HWRF 838 

forecast respectively. 839 
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 844 

 845 

Fig. 3.  (a) Lower fuselage radar observation of radar reflectivity at 2230 UTC 28 Aug; (b) 846 

HWRF forecasted radar reflectivity from the 29.5-h forecast (valid at 2330 UTC 28 Aug); (c) 847 

Lower fuselage radar observation of radar reflectivity at 1045 UTC 29 Aug; and (d) HWRF 848 

forecasted radar reflectivity from the 62.75-h forecast (valid at 0845 UTC 29 Aug). The black 849 

circles indicate the 50-km, 100-km, and 150-km radii, and the black arrow indicates the shear 850 

direction. Ticks are marked at the 36-km interval. 851 

a b

c d

2230 UTC 28 Aug 2330 UTC 28 Aug

1045 UTC 29 Aug 0845 UTC 29 Aug
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 852 

 853 

Fig. 4.  Wind speed (shading) at 2-km altitude and stream-line (grey lines) at 8-km altitude from 854 

(a) composite radar observation in the pre-RI stage; (b) HWRF forecast in the pre-RI stage; (c) 855 

composite radar observation in the RI stage; and (d) HWRF forecast in the RI stage. The black 856 

circles indicate the 50-km, 100-km, and 150-km radii, and the black arrow indicates the tilt 857 

direction. 858 
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 864 

 865 

 866 

 867 

Fig. 5.Hourly hodograph of tilt from 48-66 h. The blue circle depicts the 50-km radius, and the 868 

green arrow shows the northerly shear. They represent the mean RMW and shear direction 869 

within this 18-h period. The tilt is calculated as the horizontal displacement of storm-relative 870 

circulation centers at 2-km and 8-km altitude. 871 

 872 
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 873 

Fig. 6. (a) Time-height cross section of temperature perturbation at the eye center of Earl with 874 

respect to the reference temperature profile defined as the 400 km × 400 km area-averaged mean 875 

temperature at the model initial time; and (b) Time series of central pressure from the whole 876 

column warming (red line) and the warming below 8 km (blue line). Black dashed line in (a) 877 

indicates RI onset and red dashed line in (a) shows the trend of warm core boundary. 878 
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 879 

Figure 7: Time series of 2-min-resolution central pressure (black line), shear magnitude (orange 880 

line), maximum surface wind speed (grey line), and CB number stratified by (a) radius r ≤ 50 881 

km, 50 km ≤ r ≤ 100 km,  100 km ≤ r ≤ 150 km, 150 km ≤ r ≤ 200 km; (b) shear-oriented 882 

quadrants within a 200-km radius; and (c) shear-oriented quadrants within a 50-km radius for the 883 

first 72-h forecast. The shear magnitude is multiplied by 100, and the maximum surface wind is 884 

multiplied by 20 to fit the scale on the left axis for (a) and (b). The shear magnitude is multiplied 885 

by 20, and the maximum surface wind is multiplied by 4 to fit the scale on the left axis for (c). 886 
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 887 

Figure 8:  Time series of subsidence averaged between 0-12 km within a 50-km radius for the 888 

first 72-h forecast for downshear-left (DSL), upshear-left (USL), upshear-right (USR) and 889 

downshear-right (DSR). 890 
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 905 

 906 

Figure 9: Hourly averaged vertical motion (shading) superposed with potential temperature 907 

anomaly (black contours at 0.5 K interval), shear vector (red arrows), and storm-relative flow 908 

vector (grey arrows) at 8-km altitude for (a) averaged between 54 – 55 h, corresponding to 0000-909 

0100 UTC 29 Aug; and (c) averaged between 57 – 58 h, corresponding to 0300 – 0400 UTC 29 910 

Aug. The white circle indicates the 50-km radius, and the blue dashed line indicates the cooling 911 

that separates diabatic heating from subsidence warming. The green cross indicates the 912 

circulation center at 8-km altitude. (b) and (d) show the hourly averaged diabatic heating for 54 –  913 

55 h and 57 – 58 h respectively. The black contours show the zero vertical motion.  914 

 915 
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 916 

 917 

Figure 10: Azimuth-height cross section of ring-averaged (50 km ≤ r ≤ 100 km) vertical motion 918 

and time averaged between (a) 54 – 55 h and (b) 57 – 58 h. Blue letter “A”, “B” and “C” indicate 919 

convective-scale downward motion, shear-driven mesoscale downward motion and stratospheric 920 

detrainment downward motion, respectively. 921 
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 923 

 924 

 925 

 926 

 927 

Figure 11: Time series of horizontal advection of potential temperature (red line) and 928 

temperature local tendency (blue line) averaged over 8-14 km within a 15-km radius. Black 929 

dashed lines indicate the timing of RI onset and vertical alignment. 930 
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 937 

Figure 12: Schematic depiction of configuration of shear-induced mesoscale subsidence (light 938 

blue semicircle), mesoscale ascent (light red semicircle), CBs (dark red circle), and convective-939 
scale compensated subsidence (dark blue ring). The black circle indicates the RMW at the 940 
surface, and the black arrow shows the shear direction (northerly shear). The thick blue arrow 941 

indicates the upper-level flow associated with CBs. For CBs located in (a) downshear-left and 942 
(b) upshear-left, convective-scale subsidence is superposed on the mesoscale subsidence. For 943 
CBs located in (a) upshear-right and downshear-right, convective-scale subsidence is superposed 944 
on the mesoscale ascent.  945 
 946 
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 949 

Figure. 13: Time series of the number of CBs and domain averaged relative humidity (400 km × 950 

400 km × 14 km).  951 
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